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ABSTRACT (CONT'D)
for purposes of computation. In solving mixed boundary and Initial value problems of a high order partial differential equation using spline functions, the computation may be simplified considerably If the variable in time can be truncated into arbitrary sections. Each section may have several node points for the spline functions in the time domain. This is true because we found from previous papers that the initial value problem can be solved in one direction using variatlonal principle and cubic Herraite Polynomials, without worrying about the conditions at the far end.
The end conditions of the ajoint system can be adjusted according to the end conditions of the original system so that the bilinear concomitant is Identically zero. This satisfies the variatlonal principle. A bilinear form of the original and adjoint variables is employed in determining the coefficients of the variations of the functions and their derivatives. For the spatial variables Hermlte Polynomial spline functions will be used. Algorithm and procedure of computation are given.
The variatlonal principle for spatial and temporal problems with boundary and initial conditions are investigated. This variatlonal principle is very general In scope and can be applied to many linear partial differential equations. The Euler-Bernoulli beam equation satisfies these variatlonal principles. This lays the foundation for gun dynamics problems to be studied. -mg cos a 6(x-Xp) -pAg cos a (I)
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The above equation can be simplified into the following form
where Ly = (ay t ) t -(Xy xx ) xx + Uy x ) x + Upy x )xH(x-Xp)
and -Q = n^Xp^y" + 2xpy , + y]6(x-Xp) -mg cos a 6(x-Xp) -pAg cos a
We seek the explicit numerical transient solutions of y, yt, yx. yxt» yxx» and y xx t for some given boundary and initial conditions. The term y xx will
give the stress wave and the term y x will show the slope in bending, along 
We know that Eq. (7) 
The above expression can be integrated in two different ways and can also be written in terms of boundary conditions and initial conditions. It is assumed that these boundary conditions are assigned in such a manner that the above bilinear concomitant is identically zero for all independent variables, i.e. ,
Then the first variations of D also vanish.
Since 6y and 6y are independent of each other, then 6D(6y) = <6y,Ly> -<y,L6y> = 0 (13) 6D(6y) = <y,L6y> -<6y,Ly> =0 (14)
Equation (14) is identical to Eq. (9), which is the assumed equality previously. The implication is that if Eq. (11) is true then Eq. (9) or (14) is automatically true.
Since Eq. (10) can be expressed in terms of some integrals involving boundary conditions, Eq. (11) can be true if these boundary conditions are satisfied. The next section will discuss integral of bilinear expression and its boundary conditions.
INTEGRAL OF BILINEAR EXPRESSION
The integral of a bilinear expression for a two dimensional problem having second order partial derivatives in time and fourth order partial derivatives In space can be written as 
On the other hand, we can perform integration on the original variable to give tb xb - We can express the quantity D as the sum of three parts on end conditions
Dl, D2, and D3 as
The terms in D^ involve the initial conditions of y and y as xb -tb -tb
The terms in D2 involve the boundary conditions from the second partials of y and y as tb xb -xb -xb -Xb D2 = / ^y x y| -Jiy x y| + A*y x y| -a*y x y| }dt 
FIRST VARIATION
Since the variations 6y and 6y are independent to each other, the part of 6j in Eq. (6) with variation 6y can be expressed as
Where Ly is given in Eq. (18) 
If we increase the row index from i to 1+1, then the grid point shifts down by one step and the following holds
If we increase the column index from j to j+1 then the grid point shifts to the right by one step and one obtains
The following diagram shows the relationship of the grid system. 
where
and
A typical term for a product can be written as The beam equation (with one dimensional spatial direction) satisfy these variational principles. For future work the analytic solution of these equations using finite element method will be studied. The assembly of the elements of the matrices involved in the formulation will be demonstrated.
The stability problem in numerical solutions on these equations will also be investigated. This lays the foundation for the gun dynamics problem to be studied in the future. 
We will make an effort later to impose certain conditions in order that the following equality holds:
where L is the adjoint operator. It is noted that 6J in Eq. (A6) vanishes and is independent of ^the arbitrary variations 6y and 6y. By using 6J one can claim that the estimate is very accurate and free from the arbitrary variations.
Using the relationship in Eq. (A7) the stationary value of J from Eq.
(Al) is
•Jlys.ys] = <Q,y8> + <ys.Q> + <ys.Lys> = <Q,ys> ( A 9)
Since J is stationary and 6J -► 0, then <Q,ys> ♦ <Q,ya>
which is the requirement given in Eq. (A3).
It is noted that Eq. (A6) contains no boundary terms to be satisfied.
This bears an important point in the future discussion.
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